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Abstract: Geophysical logging is an essential measurement tool in the oil/gas exploration and
development field. In practice, predicting missing well logs is an effective way to reduce the
exploration expenses. Because of the complexity and heterogeneity of the reservoir, there must
be strong nonlinear correlations between the well logs. To improve the accuracy and stability of
the missing well logs prediction, a method based on a Bayesian optimized hybrid kernel extreme
learning machine (BO-HKELM) algorithm is proposed. Firstly, the LightGBM algorithm is applied
to screen out important features related to the missing well logs and reduce the input dimension of
the prediction model. Secondly, the hybrid kernel extreme learning machine (HKELM) algorithm is
applied to construct the missing well logs prediction model, and the hyperparameters (C0, C1, d, σ, C)
of the model are optimized by the Bayesian algorithm. Finally, the BO-HKELM model is applied
to the prediction of the missing well logs in a block of the Ordos Basin in China. The results show
that the RMSE, MAE, and R-square predicted by the BO-HKELM model are 0.0767, 0.0613, and
0.9029, respectively. It can be found that the BO-HKELM model has better regression accuracy and
generalization ability, and can estimate missing logs more accurately than the traditional machine
learning methods, which provides a promised method for missing well logs estimation.

Keywords: logging curve prediction; hybrid kernel function; extreme learning machine; Bayesian
optimization

1. Introduction

In oil/gas exploration, geophysical logging is an effective way of analyzing and
describing the subsurface conditions by using physical measurements. The primary mea-
suring items are the electrochemical, acoustic, radioactive, and other geophysical features
of the rock formation. In reservoir evaluation, the lithology, physical property, and oil-gas
bearing properties of the reservoir can be comprehensively evaluated by using the results
of logging data analysis and interpretation. It is essential to merge the various logs and
seismic data in order to efficiently develop a reservoir model and decrease the fuzziness of
geological interpretation. However, when the logging instrument is faulty, the borehole
wall is damaged and collapses occur, which will lead to the loss of logging curves in the
working area [1].

It is of great significance to use the logging curves of known intervals to supplement
the missing logging curves for subsequent reservoir prediction. Therefore, numerous stud-
ies have been carried out in an effort to identify the non-linear correlations between various
well logs. According to the investigation, the most frequently used approaches include the
empirical model [2,3], the multi-variable linear regression model [4,5] and the traditional
machine learning model [6,7]. The empirical model can result in the major deviations be-
cause of the strong nonlinear relationship between the reservoir characteristics and missing
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well logs. The multi-variable linear regression model has the disadvantage of inadequate
equation expression. The traditional machine learning model has issues with over-fitting
or being trapped in local optimums, as well as the need for sufficient and compact train-
ing sample sets [8–10]. Therefore, a missing well logs prediction model with excellent
computation speed, prediction accuracy and generalization ability is urgently needed.

The extreme learning machine (ELM) is a single hidden layer feedforward neural
network with the characteristics of a simple structure and fast learning speed. However,
the input weights and the threshold of the hidden layer of the ELM are randomly set,
and the appropriate number of the hidden layer is difficult to determine. The kernel
extreme learning machine (KELM) uses kernel mapping instead of random mapping,
which greatly reduces the complexity of the network and means that the model has better
prediction and generalization ability. However, the KELM usually adopts a single kernel
function in the application process, which is difficult to adapt to samples with multiple
data characteristics [11].

The hybrid kernel extreme learning machine (HKELM) is built by weighing multiple
kernel functions to enhance the regression accuracy, which can solve the problem that it
is difficult for the KELM with a single kernel function is to obtain the characteristics of a
multidimensional sample. However, the parameters of the HKELM model are stochastic,
and the training accuracy and time are easily affected by randomness. Therefore, it is
necessary to use the optimization algorithm to optimize the hyper-parameters of the
HKELM model [12–16]. It has been established that the Bayes optimization algorithm
offers exceptional search performance [17]. In this study, a hybrid kernel extreme learning
machine, optimized by a Bayesian optimization algorithm (BO-HKELM), is proposed to
predict the missing well logs. Furthermore, the BO-HKELM model is applied to two
wells (Well A1 and Well A2) in a block of the Ordos Basin in China. It can be found that
the BO-HKELM model has higher precision compared to the other models proposed in
this research.

2. Principle and Modeling
2.1. Principle of KELM

The ELM is a practical and efficient feedforward neural network. The structure of the
ELM network is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. ELM model structure diagram.

In the diagram, X, Y denote the input and output dataset, respectively. xk =[
xk1 xk2 · · · xkn

]T is the input vector at dimension n, and yk =
[

yk1 yk2 · · · ykl
]T

is the output vector at dimension l. wj =
[

w1j w2j · · · wnj
]

is the input weight of the

node j in the hidden layer, and β j =
[

β j1 β j2 · · · β jl
]T is the output weight of the

nodej in the same hidden layer. b =
[

b1 b2 · · · bm
]T is the threshold of the hidden
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layer. g(x) =
1

1 + e−x is the excitation function of the hidden layer. fELM(xk) is the network

output of the ELM, which is expressed as follows:

fELM(xk) = ∑m
j=1 β j·g

(
wj · xk + bj

)
. (1)

The output matrix fELM(X) can be written as fELM(X) = Hβ, where H is the output
matrix of the hidden layer:

H =



g(w1·x1 + b1) · · · g(wm·x1 + bm)

g(w1·x2 + b1) · · · g(wm·x2 + bm)

...
...

...

g(w1·xN′ + b1) · · · g(wm·xN′ + bm)


N′×m

. (2)

X and Y are both known variables. The input weight matrix W and the threshold b
can be randomly given. H can be calculated by Equation (2). The output weight matrix β is
calculated by the formula β = H+·Y, where H+ is the pseudo-inverse matrix of H.

The ELM overcomes the shortcomings of the traditional neural network, such as slow
training speed, the overfitting that is prone to occur, and falling into local extremums, but
there are still problems, such as difficulty in determining the number of nodes in the hidden
layer and the occurrence of overfitting. To address the shortcomings of the ELM, inspired
by the kernel function introduced into the support vector machines (SVM), the KELM is
proposed in the literature [18], which denotes the mapping from the input to the output of
the hidden layer as h(X).

The kernel matrix is defined as

ΩKELM(X) = h(X)·HT . (3)

The elements at row i and columnj of the matrix are shown by the following equation:

ΩKELMij

(
xi, xj

)
= h(xi)·h

(
xj
)
, K

(
xi·xj

)
(4)

where K
(

xi·xj
)

is the kernel function. fKELM(X) can be estimated by Formula (5), which is
described below.

fKELM(X) = h(X)·HT(ΩKELM(X))−1·Y = [K(X·x1) · · ·K(X·xN)]×
(ΩKELM(X))−1·Y.

(5)

After introducing the regularized item, the following equation is used:

fKELM(X) = [K(X·x1) · · · K(X·xN)]×
(

I
C
+ ΩKELM(X)

)−1
·Y. (6)

Then, the network output fKELM(Xk) of the KELM can be written as

fKELM(Xk) = ∑n
k=1 ΩKELM(X·xk)·((

I
C
)

k
+ ΩKELM(X·xk))

−1
·Yk (7)

where C is the regular term coefficient. The accuracy of the model increases as the parameter
C increases, but overfitting is more likely to happen. Conversely, as C decreases, the
generalization ability increases and error-tolerant rate increases, but underfitting is more
likely to happen.
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2.2. Hybrid Kernel Extreme Learning Machine

By using the kernel function to map the low-dimensional space to the high-dimensional
space, the KELM greatly reduces the complexity of the network, and makes the prediction
and the generalization ability better [19]. However, even within the same sample, the
performance of various kernel functions for prediction is extremely diverse [20], indicating
that it is difficult for a single kernel function in the standard KELM algorithm to accommo-
date diverse logging sample data. Therefore, a hybrid kernel extreme learning machine
(HKELM) is proposed. By adding a hybrid kernel, the defect of ELM with a single core can
be overcome, and the problem of low prediction accuracy and insufficient generalization
ability can be solved.

Based on the synthesis of the characteristics of common kernels and the trade-off
between model accuracy and computational complexity, two kinds of kernel functions,
polynomial and Gaussian radial basis, are selected to carry out a weighted combination,
and the equivalent kernel function, combining the two kinds of kernels, is constructed. The
expressions of the two basic kernel functions are shown in Equations (8) and (9), respectively.

Polynomial kernel function can be expressed as

Kpoly(X, xk) =
[(

xT
k X
)
+ C0

]d
, C0 > 0 (8)

where C0 and d are the parameters of the polynomial kernel function. This kernel function
can generally represent the nonlinear mapping of the system.

Gaussian radial basis kernel function can be expressed as

KRBF(X, xk) = exp
(
− ‖ X− xk ‖2

2σ2

)
(9)

where σ is the kernel width. This kernel function can generally represent the nonlinearity
of the system.

Therefore, the equivalent kernel function used in HKELM algorithm can be expressed
as the following equation:

ΩMKELM(X, xk) = C1Kpoly(X, xk) + C2KRBF(X, xk) (10)

where C1 and C2 are the weighted coefficients of the kernel function, ranging between (0, 1)
and C1 + C2 = 1. After cancelling out C2,

ΩMKELM(X, xk) = C1·Kpoly(X, xk) + (1− C1)·KRBF(X, xk). (11)

After substituting Equation (11) into Equation (7), the output fMKELM(xk) of the
proposed HKELM algorithm that integrates the two kernel functions is expressed as

fMKELM(xk) =

∑N
k=1 ΩMKELM(X·xk)

{
C1
[(

xT
k X
)
+ C0

]d
+(1− C1) exp

(
−‖X−xk‖2

2σ2

)
+
(

I
C

)
k

}−1
·Yk.

(12)

The benefits of the global kernel and the local kernel can be combined with the hybrid
kernel function of HKELM. So, the HKELM not only has good local search ability but also
strengthens the global search ability. Due to the inefficiency in manually determining the
hyper-parameter, the HKELM model shoule be optimized by the optimization algorithm.

2.3. Bayesian Optimization Algorithm

The Bayesian optimization algorithm is an intelligent optimization algorithm that
can effectively reflect the relationship between variables [21]. The principle of Bayesian
optimization is to use Bayes’ theorem to estimate the posterior distribution of the objective
function and then select the next combination of hyperparameters to be sampled according
to the distribution. This method makes full use of the sampling results of the previous
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sampling points to improve the shape of the objective function and find the global optimal
hyperparameter. One must let X = x1, x2, . . . , xn be a set of hyperparameter combinations
and f (x) be the objective function of the hyperparameter x. The principle of Bayesian
optimization is to find x, which can be written as

x∗ = argmax f (x). (13)

The optimization method consists of two parts, a probabilistic surrogate model and a
sampling function.

According to Bayes’ theorem, the model parameters are updated in the following equation:

p( f |D1:t) =
p(D1:t| f )p( f )

p(D1:t)
(14)

where D1:t = {(x1, f (x1)), (x2, f (x2)), . . . , (xt, f (xt))} is the sample set; p(D1:t| f ) is the
likelihood distribution of y; p( f ) is the prior probability model of f ; p(D1:t) is the marginal
likelihood distribution, and p( f |D1:t) is the posterior probability model of f .

The sampling function is the referenced credential for the Bayesian optimization
method to obtain the next sample point in the hyperparameter space. In this research,
expected improvement (EI) is used as the sampling function, which is expressed as{

α(x) = [µ(x)− q+]∅(Z) + σ(x)ϕ(z)
xt+1 = argmax f (x)

(15)

where α(x) is the objective function; µ(x) is the mean value; σ(x) is the standard deviation
value; q+ is the maximum value of the current objective function; ∅(Z) is the cumulative
distribution function of the Gaussian distribution; ϕ(z) is the probability density function
of the distribution, and xt+1 is the hyperparameter of the evaluation.

3. Process of Predicting Missing Logging Curves Based on BO-HKELM

In this research, the specific steps for optimizing the parameters (C0, C1, d, σ, C) in
HKELM by the Bayesian algorithm are as follows.

In Step 1, one must divide the input logging dataset into a training set and test set,
and normalize the data to (0, 1) using the max–min normalization method. The expression
of the max–min normalization method is as follows:

x′ =
x− xmin

xmax − xmin
(16)

where x is the actual vector. xmax and xmin are the maximum and minimum values of the
vector x, respectively. x′ is the normalized vector.

In Step 2, one must initialize the model, including the value range, the initial population,
the maximum iterations, and the upper accuracy setting of the parameters (C0, C1, d, σ, C)
in HKELM.

In Step 3, one must randomly select a group from the initial population as the ini-
tial solution.

In Step 4, one must construct the probability distribution function of the Bayesian
network through the Gaussian process, and establish or update an objective function model.
The objective function is the root mean square error (RMSE), which is expressed as

RMSE =

√
1
N ∑N

i=1(yk − ŷk)
2 (17)

where yk is the true value, and ŷkis the predicted value of HKELM.
In Step 5, one must determine the position of the next cycle parameter combination

according to the acquisition function.
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In Step 6, one must calculate the probability value of the parameter combination and
update the population distribution.

In Step 7, one must determine whether the resulting combination of parameters
satisfies the condition; if so, output the optimum results of C0, C1, d, σ, C. If not, one must
return to Step 4 and repeat the experiment until the condition is satisfied or the maximum
number of iterations is reached.

In Step 8, one must apply the optimum parameter combination (C0, C1, d, σ, C) to the
missing well logs estimation of the HKELM.

In Step 9, one must evaluate the accuracy of the optimized prediction results using the
test sample set, and compare the changes in accuracy before and after optimization.

The optimization process is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Flow chart of optimizing parameters of HKEM based on Bayesian algorithm.

4. Practical Application and Result Analysis
4.1. Data Preparation

In this research, two exploration wells located in a block of the Ordos Basin in China
are studied. The Ordos Basin has the character of stable depression tectonic basin, with
the metamorphic crystalline rock series of Archaea and Middle Proterozoic as the rigid
sedimentary basement, overlying the platform type sedimentary caps of Middle and Upper
Proterozoic, Early Paleozoic, Late Paleozoic and Mesozoic. The Mesozoic is a single fluvial
and lacustrine facies terrine detrital coal-bearing sedimentary formation, characterized
by the large thickness and wide distribution of lacustrine deltas in the Triassic Yanchang
Formation, which is one of the most important oil-gas enrichment horizons in Ordos Basin.

We designate the two wells as Well A1 and Well A2, respectively, to maintain the
privacy of well information. Additionally, since the petrophysical logs are primarily found
in the intervals of the oil/gas reservoirs, the interest interval of the two selected wells is
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focused on the Upper Triassic Yanchang Formation. The log graphs of Well A1 and Well A2
are shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. The petrophysical logs in the studied interval
of the two wells are DEPTH, caliper (CAL), neutron porosity (NPHI), density (RHOB),
gamma ray (GR), acoustic time difference (DT), and true resistivity (RT). In addition,
DEPTH, CAL, NPHI, RHOB, GR, DT, and RT can be used to measure depth, diameter,
porosity, density, shale content, acoustic time difference, and true resistivity of the borehole
surrounding rock, respectively. The response of the logging sequence is a comprehensive
reflection of the lithology, physical property, electrical property and oil-gas property of the
corresponding underground formation. Caliper logging is used to indicate hole expansion
and aid in lithology identification and borehole correction. Generally, the oil and gas have
the physical characteristics of lower density, higher acoustic time difference and higher
resistivity compared with water. In a conventional reservoir, oil and gas are usually filled
in the pores and fractures of the formation. Meanwhile, the lower the mud content in the
formation, the higher the porosity. Therefore, in the conventional reservoir, the logging
response characteristics of high porosity, high acoustic time difference, high resistivity, low
mud content and low density may indicate hydrocarbon enrichment. In this research, we
suppose the RHOB log is missing and forecast the “missing” RHOB curve using other
logging data by BO-HKELM.

The statistical properties of the two selected wells are presented in Table 1. There are
1601 and 1202 data points in Well A1 and Well A2, respectively.

Figure 3. Well logging graph of Well A1 in the studied interval.
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Figure 4. Well logging graph of Well A2 in the studied interval.

Table 1. Statistical characteristics of Well A1 and Well A2 in the studied interval.

Well
Name Index

Petrophysical Well Logs

DEPTH
(m)

CAL
(cm)

DT
(µs/m)

GR
(API)

NPHI
(v/v)

RT
(ohmm)

RHOB
(g/cm3)

Well A1

Min 1880.00 21.95 187.38 14.97 0.03 6.41 1.21
25% 1910.00 23.11 231.29 53.00 0.17 16.71 2.24
50% 1940.00 24.53 237.78 86.11 0.20 27.23 2.31

Mean 1940.00 25.03 250.97 93.53 0.27 30.44 2.29
75% 1970.03 26.21 260.20 132.76 0.34 43.07 2.47
Max 2000.00 41.88 407.97 212.32 0.92 70.84 2.70

Well A2

Min 1560.00 21.36 210.12 15.63 0.07 5.56 1.30
25% 1597.46 22.11 230.24 65.50 0.12 16.75 2.34
50% 1635.00 22.40 238.13 99.62 0.17 21.78 2.48

Mean 1635.00 23.17 249.17 91.19 0.19 22.73 2.39
75% 1672.53 22.87 251.64 114.39 0.23 28.39 2.54
Max 1710.00 39.43 400.92 149.03 0.69 89.92 2.70

4.2. Feature Analysis

In this research, the decision tree-based distributed gradient lifting framework (Light-
GBM) is used to assess the importance of the features. LightGBM is a lightweight framework
of the gradient boosting decision tree algorithm. It uses decision tree iterative training
to obtain the optimal model, which has the advantages of excellent training effects and
difficulty to over-fit. Compared with the extreme gradient boosting, LightGBM uses a
gradient-based one-side sampling algorithm to accelerate the training speed of the model,
without compromising accuracy [22].

Six parameters, including DEPTH, CAL, NPHI, GR, DT, and RT, from Well A1 are
input into the LightGBM model to obtain the influence of each parameter on RHOB and
order the characteristic importance. The quantitative results are shown in Table 2:
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Table 2. Importance scores of the parameters based on the LightGBM model.

Rank Feature Score

1 DT 865
2 NPHI 661
3 CAL 594
4 GR 466
5 RT 448
6 DEPTH 429

The features are added one by one in descending order of relevance to the ordinary
model (KELM) in order to choose the significant sample features. Figure 5 displays the
change curve of model errors (RMSE) that is determined by the comparison test. The
declining trend of RMSE shows a substantial change when the model contains four inputs,
as shown in Figure 5. Therefore, to reduce the computational complexity and the time
duration, a model with four inputs is applied to estimate the “missing” RHOB logs. The
four input variables are DT, NPHI, CAL, and GR.

Figure 5. RMSE variation curve of different characteristic numbers.

4.3. Optimization of Algorithm Parameters

In this research, it is assumed that Well A1 in the studied interval has the complete
RHOB curve, and the RHOB curve of Well A1 is used as the training set to establish the
ELM, KELM, HKELM, and BO-HKELM models. The “missing” RHOB curve of Well A2 in
the corresponding interval is predicted.

The Bayesian optimization algorithm introduced in Section 2.3 is used to optimize five
parameters in the BO-HKELM model, such as the polynomial kernel function parameters C0
and d, the Gaussian radial basis kernel function width σ, the kernel weighting coefficient C1,
and the the regular term coefficient C. These five tuning parameters control the developed
HKELM’s capacity for prediction, learning, and generalization. To acquire the optimized
hyperparameters of the HKELM model, all of the values for each parameter (C0, C1, d, σ, C)
are placed in five distinct vectors. The goal of the optimization procedure is to compare
the different parameter combinations and select the optimal (C0, C1, d, σ, C) values with the
lowest cost function. The fitness (RMSE) reduction rate in the training phase of HKELM in
Well A1 is shown in Figure 6.

It can be observed that the fitness value decreases sharply in the optimization process
of the first 53 generations, and the best fitness value is found around the 50th generation,
and then the fitness value remains basically unchanged. The parameter optimization results
of the Bayesian algorithm are shown in Table 3.
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Figure 6. The fitness reduction rate in different iterations of Bayesian optimization algorithm for
training HKELM.

Table 3. The optimal parameters optimized by Bayesian algorithm in Well A1.

BO-HKELM C0 C1 d σ C

Trained by Well A1 21.43 0.24 2 69.03 86.03

4.4. Comparative Analysis of Model Prediction Effect

The quantitative prediction results are shown in Table 4. It can be observed that the
KELM (radial basis function, RBF) model has better prediction accuracy than the ELM
model, indicating that the addition of the kernel function can improve the prediction effect.
We can also observe that the prediction accuracy of the HKELM model is better than that
of KELM (RBF) model, which indicates that the addition of a hybrid kernel function can
also improve the prediction ability. The quantitative prediction results show the higher
accuracy of the BO-HKELM model compared to the ELM, KELM (RBF) and HKELM
models. It can be interpreted that the BO-HKELM model adopts the hybrid kernel and the
Bayesian optimization algorithm to obtain the optimal parameters, which improves the
generalization ability and prediction accuracy.

Table 4. The outcomes of estimating RHOB in Well A2 using the trained models from Well A1.

Model RMSE MAE R-Square

ELM 0.1133 0.0798 0.7916
KELM 0.1055 0.0638 0.8178

HKELM 0. 0901 0.0623 0.8874
BO-HKELM 0.0767 0.0613 0.9029

The comparison between measured and estimated RHOB in Well A2 by the trained
models (ELM, KELM (RBF), HKELM, and BO-HKELM) in Well A1 is shown in Figure 7. It
can be observed that when the change in the logging curve is relatively stable, the output
results of the BO-HKELM model and other models show little difference. Meanwhile,
when the log curve has a local abrupt change (the green frame), the prediction result of
the BO-HKELM model is closer to the measured value than the other models, indicating
that the BO-HKELM model can extract the spatial characteristics of the log curve more.
Therefore, compared with the ordinary machine learning model, the BO-HKELM model is
more suitable for missing logging curve prediction.
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Figure 7. Visual results of the RHOB prediction results of Well A2.

The cross-plots of original RHOB vs predicted RHOB using ELM, KELM (RBF),
HKELM, and BO-HKELM in Well A2 are shown in Figure 8. It can be observed that
the predicted results of BO-HKELM are closer to the actual RHOB than the other models,
indicating that the BO-HKELM is better than other models in fitting multiple local details
of DTS. In addition, it can be observed from the quantitative prediction results in Table 4
that compared with other models, the BO-HKELM model has lower errors and higher
accuracy, which also reflects its advantages.

Figure 8. Cont.
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Figure 8. (a) BO-HKELM, (b) HKELM, (c) KELM, (d) ELM. The cross plot of measured RHOB versus
the predicted one using BO-HKELM, HKELM, KELM, and ELM at testing phases in Well A2.

To compare the prediction ability of the BO-HKELM model and other models in the
case of local abrupt changes in the logging curves, the prediction results of Well A2 are
locally amplified and analyzed. The comparison outputs are shown in Figure 9. The black
curve is the measured RHOB, and the red, orange, purple and green curves represent the
prediction results of BO-HKELM, HKELM, KELM and ELM, respectively. It can be found
from the Figure 9 that when the logging curve smoothly changes, the output results of the
BO-HKELM model and other models show little difference. While the log curve has the
local mutation, the prediction result of the BO-HKELM model is closer to the measured
value than other models. The reason is that the BO-HKELM model adds a hybrid kernel
function and adopts a Bayesian algorithm to optimize the hyper-parameters, which can
fully extract the spatial characteristics of the log curve and enhance the prediction ability of
the model.

Figure 9. Local enlarged display of prediction results in Well A2.

In conclusion, the BO-HKELM model proposed in this research has an excellent
prediction effect overall and reveals a local abrupt change in the logging curves, clearly
demonstrating its advantages in predicting the missing well logs.

5. Conclusions

A missing well logs prediction method based on the hybrid BO-HKELM algorithm is
proposed in this research by using the common petrophysical data from a field of the Ordos
Basin in China. The ELM, KELM (RBF), and HKELM algorithms are used to assess the
precision and generalizability of the obtained model. The LightGBM algorithm is applied
in conjunction with the original model (HKELM) to show that modeling errors decrease as
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the number of estimator model inputs increase; however, the trend is only minimal after
four input variables. Thus, it can be concluded that the variables DT, NPHI, CAL, and GR
are the appropriate modeling inputs. In comparison to the other models studied in this
research, the BO-HKELM model has the highest accuracy (R-square: 0.9029) and the lowest
error (RMSE: 0.0767 and MAE: 0.0613). In addition, the BO-HKELM model outperforms
other models in terms of fitting different local logging curve features, and it is better at
rebuilding local curve characteristics when the reservoir curve exhibits a local mutation.
The reason is that the BO-HKELM model incorporates a hybrid kernel function and uses
a Bayesian algorithm to optimize the parameter weights, which may extract the spatial
properties of the log curve more effectively and improve the model’s predictive ability.
Therefore, it can be confidently stated that the BO-HKELM model has higher precision
and is much better suited for missing well logs prediction, compared to the other models
studied in this research.
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